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we will be happy to help. follow these steps to install the drivers in compatibility
mode and check if that helps. miduplus, thank you for the update. you can follow the
question or vote as helpful, but you cannot reply to this thread. first of all, you should

really update your live lite 8 version as its outdated and might be (part of) the
problem. updates are free and can be downloaded from your ableton user account.

please also update the firmware of the alesis and then install the latest version of the
remote script afresh in the updated live lite from:. hope this helps. update: i have a

solution for you. it's a bit of a workaround, but it's a free solution and it's much better
than what you had originally. if you are still having issues after following the

workaround, then you have an issue with the hardware, and you can contact them
directly to get an answer. #define midi_init() hmidi.init() remove the #define from

the line. save the file. open up midiplus_remote.rc in a text editor of your choice. the
key to using the script is the line that says:# run midiplus it sets the line below to: #
midi_init() open up midiplus_firmware.bin in a text editor of your choice. you should
now see a bunch of hexadecimal numbers in there. find the line that says: #define

midi_init() hmidi. the key to using the script is the line that says:# run midiplus it sets
the line below to: # midi_init() now, open up the script in your text editor. you should

see a lot of text that is part of the code.
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